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Document

particleHP data format



First description of particleHP data format

 Already documented:

Total cross sections

 Inelastic, elastic & capture (FS & FSMF6)

 Missing (coming soon)

 Thermal

 Fission FS/FC/ 

 Written in Sphinx / estructured Text format (same as 

Geant4 doc)



 Shows one example file in G4NDL4.6 /G4TENDL1.4 (geant4 11.0)

LINE 1: >> infoType: not used

( G4ParticleHPInelasticBaseFS.cc:125 )

1

LINE 2: >> dataType (MF for ENDF format): =3: channel cross sections

(The data in the total cross section file is repeated here)

3

Other posible formats and the C++ class that manages each one are:

=4: angular distributions (G4ParticleHPAngular)

=5: energy distributions (G4ParticleHPEnergyDistribution)

=6: double-differential XSs=energy-angle (G4ParticleHPEnAngCorrelation)

=12: Mean final state photons distributions (G4ParticleHPPhotonDist)

=13: Partial final state photons distributions (G4ParticleHPPhotonDist)

=14: Angular final state photons distributions (G4ParticleHPPhotonDist)

=15: Energies final state photons distributions (G4ParticleHPPhotonDist)

Variable name

Code line

(when class changes) Copy line from example file 

Add meaning

List other

possible options

Add extra explanation

Guide description:



Guide description:

LINE 31: >> dataType MF=6: double-differential XSs=energy-angle

6

LINE 32: aDataFile>>targetMass>>frameFlag>>nProducts;

( G4ParticleHPEnAngCorrelation.hh:95 )

15.8575 3 6

nProducts = number of outgoing particles

LOOP TO nProducts:

 LINE 33-34: aDataFile >> theMassCode>>theMass>>theIsomerFlag>>theDistLaw >>

 theGroundStateQValue>>theActualStateQValue;

 ( G4ParticleHPProduct.hh:101 )

 1.000000e+00 1.000000e+00 0 1

 …

Indicate loops: only document first item in loop



If example file does not document all

options of a variable, use files with all
other possible options

Guide description:



Simple way to change

particleHP data



 There is a user demand to improve the Geant4 cross sections

because they do not match some experimental data that users

have measured or found

 Often a user is only interested in one channel or one outgoing

particle

 Production of C11 to design a cyclotron

 Alpha production in BNCT or other medical treatment

 ….

 User may want to change: 

 total cross section

 particle cross section(s)

 particle yield(s)

 reaction channel



Simple way to change particleHP data

SOLUTION:

 Understanding particleHP format should make posible for a user to 

change some XS

 Sometimes it may be cumbersome

 A simple application code to do it

 User just have to write a file with simple tags and a double-

column list : energy - XS 

 Currenlty code only supports charged particle cross sections

with have only data in the F02 directory (all except 24 out of 

the 2792 isotopes)



Simple way to change particleHP data
Users must know that:

 F02 files only contain (p,anything) XSs, i.e. they do not contain any particle

channel, but for each particle it contains average yields

 ParticleHP is based on experimental XS, and there is no channel by channel

data for charged particles

 Barionic numbers are not conserved event by event but for a run they will be 

conserved (with statistics fluctuations)

 If a user changes one particle yield, the code cannot guess how much the

other particle yields must change to conserve barionic numbers

 e.g. Increase a 0.2 => 

 decrease d 0.4 

 or decrease n 0.4 and He3 0.4

 or decrease n 0.2, p 0.2, d 0.2

 or ….

 If a user wants to change other particle yields they must be explicitly

changed (running the program several times) 



Simple way to change particleHP data

FORMAT: files must contain a header
 :CHANNEL C12(p,)

C12: target nucleus

p : incident particle

 :PARTICLE_CHANGE n

 Proton/Inelastic/F02/6_12_Carbon contains yields of g,n,p,d, a,He6, Li6,Li7,Li8, Be6, 

Be7, Be9, Be10, B8, B9, B10, B11, C9, C10, C11, C12, N12

 :CHANGE_TYPE XS

 TOTAL_XS: sum of all particle XS 

 XS (default): particle XS = TOTAL_XS*Yield

 Yield: particle yield

 :ENERGY_UNIT MeV (default)

 :XS_UNIT millibarn (default)

:CHANNEL C12(p,)

:PARTICLE_CHANGE n

:CHANGE_TYPE XS

:CHANGE_XS_TOTAL 1

:ENERGY_UNIT MeV

:XS_UNIT millibarn

18  0.1

20  26.9

21.346  35.9137

22  40.433

24  54.5099

…

150  45.0001



Simple way to change particleHP data

 :CHANGE_XS_TOTAL 1

 If a particle XS or yield is to be changed, user must choose what to do with the

total XS

0: the total XS does not change

 The selected particle yields must be changed so that 

new_XS*new_particle_yield=new_particle_XS

 The non-selected particle yields do not change

1:  the total XS changes by the difference between the new and the old particle 

XS

 The selected particle yield does not change

 The non-selected particle XSs do not change, but then their particle yields 

must change, to achieve that particle_XS=total_XS*particle_yield does not 

change



Simple way to change particleHP data

IMAGE VALIDATION:

Automatically produce images of :

XS read from user file Total XS new, old, difference



Simple way to change particleHP data

IMAGE VALIDATION:

Particle XS new, old, difference (for each particle)

1=n 1001=p



Simple way to change particleHP data

IMAGE VALIDATION:

Particle yield new / old / difference (for each particle)

1=n 4007=Be7



Discussions

 First version of particle_HP data format guide (after 25 

years!)

 Waiting for you opinions/suggestions…

 Where do we put it?

 Simple way to change a XS in particleHP database

 Just a file with two columns (energy – XS), plus some

tags as metadata

 Do you find it useful?

 Where do we put it?


